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Air pressure

The air around us exerts pressure. This is seen in the following activity:

A tin can is filled with water heated over a flame. As soon as the water comes to a boil, 
the lid is put and it is kept under running cold water. We find that the shape of the can 
gets distorted.

Inference: When cold water is poured over the can, some of the steam in the can 
condenses, reducing the amount air inside the can. The air from outside compresses 
the can from outside, thereby distorting it. This shows that air exerts pressure.

Wind Currents

Wind : The natural motion of air, due to a current in a particular direction is called as wind.

Winds and pressure difference

Increased wind speed is accompanied by reduced air pressure.

Air moves from a region of high pressure to a region of low pressure.
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Warm air and cool air

On heating, air expands and rises up. Since it expands it takes up more space and 
therefore becomes lighter.

Warm air is lighter than the cool air. That is why smoke always rises up.

Once warm air rises up, air pressure is lowered. Then the cold air from the surroundings 
rushes in to fill its place.

Wind Currents

Wind current is a current of air, sometimes of considerable force, moving generally 
horizontally from areas of high pressure to areas of low pressure.

Wind currents due to uneven heating of land and water

Land gains and loses heat much faster than water. During summer winds move from 
cooler seas towards the land which is hotter. These winds carry moisture and cause 
monsoons.

During winter this direction of wind flow is reversed and it moves from land towards the 
oceans.
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Rain

Rains are caused when winds from the oceans and seas flow towards land carrying 
moisture. The moisture in the clouds get saturated after a point and pour down as 
showers, which we call as monsoons.


